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Abstract
This research explores how a common homeowner can implement different sustainable
methods to help improve stormwater runoff on a residential suburban property. Rain gardens,
green roofs and permeable pavers are all methods that help reduce flooding and help with surface
runoff. By replacing concrete driveways with permeable pavers and by adding rain gardens and
a green roof to a property, stormwater will be filtered and absorbed, reducing the runoff
significantly. Implementing these methods will show homeowners that there are more effective
ways to manage stormwater rather than a catch basin, drain, or well. The site is located on Long
Island, New York.

Keywords
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Statement of Intent
Problem Statement
Current horticulture research has begun to propose green infrastructure as improved alternative
to gray infrastructure (traditional way of collecting runoff through drains, piping, and gutters).
The research on green infrastructure shows how different sustainable methods are a better
approach to manage stormwater. These sustainable methods help reduce flooding and runoff on
site while helping to improve water quality.

Project Typology
Landscape Design
Sustainable Design
Stormwater management design
Residential Design
Suburban Design
East Coast
½ Acre Property
Southampton, Long Island, New York
The Claim
Residential sites and owners are affected by stormwater runoff with flooding, erosion, runoff of
neighboring properties, and loss of property with severe erosion.
The people effected by the design are the homeowner, neighbors, contractors, and the town.
The homeowner is affected in many ways by implementing this design they can avoid flooding
on their property. With a sustainable design they reduce runoff from leaving their property and
they reduce runoff from entering their property through the rain gardens. The homeowner is also
able to reduce erosion
The neighbors are affected in a positive way because less runoff will reach their property.
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The contractor will be affected because they must learn and adapt to the new more sustainable
methods. They must research and learn how to properly install a rain garden and permeable
pavers so that they do not fall behind. By learning these new methods, they will be able to make
more money and gain new customers.
The town is affected in positive way because less runoff will reach the street drains, which
means they must clean less. This results in a cleaner drain system for the town, at least in the
section where your property is located.

Theoretical Premise/Unifying Idea
As time goes on the population growth and the need for development will replace land with
impervious surfaces. Green roofs, permeable pavers and rain gardens are some ways in which the
negative impact of development can be reduced.
Green roofs have many benefits, but its main benefit is to slow down the rainfall before it
reaches the sewer system. The vegetation and soil on the roof absorb the rain water. The
absorbed water is filtered which reduces the amount of water that reaches the ground. This helps
reduce runoff and flooding from your property. By reducing the runoff and flooding from your
property less water reaches the town sewer system. All this reduces pollution to our waters.
Permeable pavers also help reduce flooding and runoff. The permeable pavers have a space
between each block. The space is filled with gravel. The space lets rain water filter through it.
The water is filtered and kept on site. With permeable pavers less, runoff water leaves your
property which means less of it ends up in the town sewer systems.
Rain gardens help reduce flooding and stormwater runoff. Rain gardens are placed in specific
spots on a property, like next to the road or a roof. The rain garden catches the stormwater and
absorbs and filters it slowly. This reduces the amount of pollutants that reach our sewer systems.
With all these methods the goal is to reduce the runoff that leaves a property so that less
pollutants reach our waters and the water table.
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Project Justification
Sustainable design is something that I have become interested in the past few years. I believe that
sustainable design is the future. Eventually I want to start a landscape company that focuses on
sustainable practices and design. In the area that I live in, on Long Island, New York, there is
flooding and erosion when rain occurs because the house and the road are on a slope. With this
project I plan to find ways to control runoff and flooding on this property and apply it to other
properties

The Proposal
Narrative of Design Research
Growing up on Long Island I have spent a lot at times outdoor. I cannot see myself living
anywhere else. As new development keeps occurring, there is going to be less outdoor space. In
the area that I live in there are new houses and developments going up every week. All these new
constructions have beautiful landscapes installed but I have not seen any of them implement any
sustainable designs, as they barely even plant native plants. The site I have chosen is an ideal
location to implement these stormwater runoff solutions because erosion, flooding and runoff are
all visible problems. Implementing this design will have positive long terms effect on the
homeowner and his property, the environment and the town. This project will show homeowners
different sustainable designs that can be applied to their own home. The awareness created
around this project can lead to a small positive change. A homeowner can become interested and
they will start thinking if they need something like this on their property to help with deal with
the stormwater runoff.
User/Client Description
The design is suitable for a family of 4 to 6 people. It could be 4 adults and 2 children or just 4
adults.
The client should like spending time outdoors, so that they can take full advantage of the design.
The client should be a middle-income family.
The client should be physically active to enjoy the design and be able to perform regular
maintenance on the project elements.
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The client should have no more than 4 cars, the driveway can only fit 4 cars.
Peak usage would have to be in the summer and part off fall when all plants are blooming, and
the weather condition a favorable for outdoor activities.

Major Project Elements
The project will have three major elements. permeable paver driveway, a green roof on one
section of the house and rain gardens. The design will have two rain gardens next to the street in
front of the house. These gardens will capture the runoff from the street and prevent it from
reaching the property. It will have a green roof on the south side of the house. The driveway will
be redesigned with permeable pavers, it will fit up to 4 cars. The north side of the house will also
have two rain gardens to catch the runoff from the roof. The wooden deck will be replaced with a
permeable paver patio.

Site Information
The site is a .38-acre house located in Southampton New York, specifically located on the east
end of Long Island.
Site analysis quantitative
The lot is .38 acres on it is a 929 sq. ft house with two bedrooms and two baths.
The roof of the house is about 1072 sq. ft.
The driveway is 1556 sq. ft., in the back yard connected to the house is a 280 sq. ft wooden deck.
On the south side of the property there 80 feet of 8 ft stockade fence
There is a 56 feet of 4 ft cedar fencing that separates the front and back yard.
The property gets about 8 hours on sunlight.
There is a 3 % slope on the driveway and a 2% slope from the deck to the end of the property.
There is a 1 big maple tree located next to the house.
The front landing of the house is made from blue stone.
The driveway has white gravel
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The house has foundation planting.
The whole property has screening except in front of the house.
Backyard is mostly evergreen trees so there is color all year round.
The roof is made from asphalt shingles
House is located in between 2 roads. West Neck Rd is in the back, while Cooper St is in the
front.
There is some road noise in the in the evening because the house is located near a main road, in
the afternoon during traffic hours people tend to cut through West Neck Rd.
Site Analysis, Qualitative
Cozy home painted light blue with green shutters and a green front door.
Runoff and erosion are mostly visible in front of the house near the road and on the gravel
driveway
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(All Pictures taken by Arthur DeJesus)
Site Summary
Overall the site does not have huge slope differences. The biggest problems occur in the front by
the driveway and in the back part of the yard. These two places are the ones mostly used. From
the data gathered there are not any huge structures that would get in the way of construction. The
biggest obstacle would be preparing the driveway for permeable pavers. The green roof proposed
is not too big but further research has to be done to see what the requirements are in the town of
Southampton. From the picture gathered, it is visible that there is a lot turf on the property, the
square feet of the grass have to be calculated and find out how much runoff its producing.
Case Studies
In August 2002-2003 the Minnesota Landscape Arboretum Runoff Model was
constructed at a parking lot in front of the Marion Andrus Learning center. This model was
created to show that by modifying the infiltration characteristics of a surface, it can help reduce
stormwater runoff volume. In the study the model was divided equally into 5 watersheds, they
ranged from 100% permeable to 100% impermeable. Each watershed was sloped into their own
pool in which the water was collected, the collected water was recorded and measured.
Each watershed was constructed with different materials, watershed number 1 had 2 base
layers of limestone. The first 9 inches were made of 1 ½ chunks and the top layer had 3 inches of
¾ chunks. The permeable pavers were laid on a 1-inch layer of 3/8 chips. The voids between the
pavers were filled the 3/8 limestone chips. The watershed has two planted areas, one on each
end, these areas also help with runoff and infiltration.
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Watershed 2 had 2 trenches constructed. The depth of this trenches was based on
infiltration tests done before installation. The trenches were filled with coarse gravel. Impervious
pavement was then installed to be flush with the trench grates, the watershed was made of mostly
impervious pavement. The watershed also had two planted areas on each end to help with runoff
from reaching the pool.
Watershed 3 was built around an existing tree. The soil that was around the tree was left
untouched, but plants were planted on the outer edge of the bed and at the other end. Watershed
3 had the biggest planted area and smallest impervious paved area besides watershed 1, which
had the permeable pavers. Watershed 4 had only two strips of grass, one on each end. These
small strips of grass helped with the absorption of runoff.
Watershed 5 had no planted areas and was all impermeable paving. This design of
watershed 5 allows for all the runoff water to flow into the pool because there is no place it can
infiltrate before reaching the pool, this can make the pool to overflow.
To show the effectiveness of the permeable pavers, the runoff of each watershed was
collected when a 1.65-inch rainfall occurred on July of 2003. The amount collected in watershed
1 was 2.2 inches, the number of inches of water increased in each watershed. Watershed 5 with
the most impervious surface had over 12 inches of rain in the same event.

Elliott, S., Meyer, H.M., (2009) illustrate the differences in runoff, when a 1.65” inch rainfall
event occurred in July 2003, these were the amounts of rainfall found in the collection pools:
Watershed 1 2.2 inches
Watershed 2 3.1 inches
Watershed 3 7.3 inches
Watershed 4 10.2 inches
Watershed 5 above 12 inches and overflowing
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(2009):

Here are the percentages of what each watershed was made of Elliott, S., Meyer, H.M.,
Watershed 1 Highest Infiltration
14% mulched planting beds; 60% permeable paving, 18.4% concrete

Watershed 2 Trench Infiltration
14.2% mulched planting beds, 60% bituminous paving with infiltration trenches, 18.4%
concrete

Watershed 3 Designing Around Existing Trees
32.3% plants, 41.9% bituminous, 18.4% concrete

Watershed 4 Minimal Infiltration
14.2% plants, 60% bituminous, 18.4% concrete

Watershed 5 impervious Model: Highest Runoff
74.2% bituminous, 18.4% concrete
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SUMMARY
From reading this case study I can see that permeable paver will be a great option for the
reduction of runoff from my site. By installing similar pavers in the driveway, I will be able to
reduce a great amount of runoff and erosion that occurs now. The study also described the sub
base that permeable pavers need to achieve maximum infiltration. With that knowledge I now
have a place to start, in my research to find the best way to use and install permeable pavers.

Case Study 2
Case study 2 addresses the positive effects of rain gardens. The City of Burnsville, Minnesota
decided to fund a rainwater garden system to infiltrate street runoff. This decision was made
because they wanted to protect Crystal lake from excessive runoff and pollutants from hard
surfaces. To a collect data of the effectiveness of rain gardens, they decided to do a paired
watershed study. This study involved the monitoring of two similar residential areas. One was
the control site and the other one was the treatment site; this site had the raingardens. The
treatment area had 17 rain gardens constructed. 13 of them were along the road and 4 were in
backyards. The gardens were designed with easy maintenance, they had perennials and shrubs.
Construction began in 2003 and finished in 2004. Barr Engineering Company (2006) stated “The
rain gardens were carefully sized to at a minimum, accept the first 0.9 inches of rainfall runoff
from the impervious surfaces in the subwatershed for each storm event”.
The runoff rates and volumes were collected from the storm sewer pipes at the outlet of each
watershed. Data was collected two seasons before and two seasons after the project was
completed.
The results from this study showed that the rain gardens reduced runoff volume by about 90
percent in the paired watershed study.

All Pictures and Graphs taken from: Burnsville RWG Paired Watershed Study Final Report.doc
(2006)
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The following summary of the runoff event data from Appendix A and Figure 7 show that there
is a 93 percent reduction in the overall runoff volume from the treatment watershed since the
rainwater gardens were installed:
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Summary
From this study I can conclude that installing rain gardens for runoff reduction can be
very effective. If I install a rain garden next to the street which is all impervious surface, I
should be able to achieve high levels of runoff reduction which will help the flooding and
erosion that occurs on the property.

Case Study 3
Case study three addresses green roofs. The town of Ipswich, Massachusetts constructed
a 3000 square ft green roof on top of an affordable senior housing building. The Green roof was
installed with several layers. The layers included a waterproof layer, plastic drainage layer, fabric
root barrier and a 3-inch layer of soil. Varies species were planted in the soil, the species were
low growing and drought tolerant. To measure the effectiveness of the green roof they compared
it to the roof of the adjacent building, which is Ipswich Town Hall. Both buildings had a flow
gauge installed to measure the runoff. Rainfall and runoff were monitored for 18 months
between 2007-2008. 70 storms were monitored for runoff volumes. The results from the study
showed that the green roof was able to capture between 20% to 100% of rainfall in the soil. The
townhall with the traditional roof didn’t retain any runoff,100% of rainfall flowed of the roof and
into the streets. The green roof retained about 50% of most rain events. The green roof was also
great at delaying the rate of runoff. The amount of rain captured decreased if rainstorms occurred
too frequently and the amount of rain captured would increase if it does not rain for a while and
the green roof is dry.
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Photos and graphs taken from Massachusetts Department of Conservation and Recreation
(2006).

Summary
After reading this study, I can conclude that a green roof is a much better option for stormwater
runoff then a traditional roof. In my site I want to install a 130 square foot green roof to help deal
with the runoff on the west side of the house. From the article I now know that my green roof is
going to need several layers and specific plants to achieve great runoff reduction.
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Itstorical context
Sustainable Development Practices
1969
US Government begins National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA)
1970
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), the mission of this act is to protect human health and
the environment
1970’s
Germany was at the center of the revival of roof top gardening
1972
The Amended law became known as the Clean Water Act (CWA)
Some of these amendments included the basic structure for regulation pollutant discharges into
the waters of the US, it gave the EPA the authority to implement pollution control programs,
maintained existing requirements to set water quality standard for all contaminates in surface
waters.
1977
Edmund Thelen and L. Fielding Howe wrote a design guide for pervious pavement called
“Porous Pavement”. This laid down the framework in pervious pavement that is still used today.
1987
Congress pass the Clean Water Act amendment. The amendment ordered for the EPA to issue
regulations across the U.S to manage urban stormwater pollution.
1990
Prince George’s County, Maryland, developer Dick Brinker had an idea to use rain gardens, in
place of traditional retention and drainage systems in a new subdivision. Along with Larry
Coffman at the county’s Department of Environmental Resources, Brinker implemented this
bioretention strategy. Each home in the subdivision had a 300- to 400-square-foot rain garden,
the project showed immediate results.
1992
UN Conference on Environment and Development take place in Rio de Janeiro. The nations
endorse a sustainable development plan known as Agenda 21, and 27 principles for sustainable
development.
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1993
U.S Green Building Council (USGBC) is established by Rick Fedrizzi, David Gottfried and
Mike Italiano. The purpose of the council was to promote sustainability in the building and
construction industry. USGBC also developed Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design
(LEED). LEED is a green building certification system.

2009
U.S. EPA starts to release documents on green roofs

2000s
Research all around the world is in progress on the benefits of sustainable development.
Research on rain gardens and permeable pavers and green roof is still going on.
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Capstone Goals
The goals that I am attempting to achieve with my design solution is to show people different
ways in which they can manage stormwater runoff. I want to bring awareness to the different
environmental solutions they can use, it does not have to be one of the three thing that I am
talking about. If someone looks at my design, they might become interested and go research on
their own. All this can lead to someone possibly implementing a rain garden or permeable pavers
on their property. The goal is also to show that all these solutions combined is all you need to
achieve maximum runoff reduction on your property. The goal is to reduce stormwater runoff
from this property by 50%.

Program Requirements
For my design I am going to need two rain gardens to collect 2 inches of runoff water from the
street (the street is approximately 2,300 sq. ft.). The rain gardens must be sized correctly to retain
70 % of the runoff. The two rain gardens must be planted with various species of native plants
about 20 to 30 plants in each garden. Native Plants are the best option because they require less
maintenance and water. The green roof is going to be 130 sq. ft. it must be installed properly
with all the layers, waterproof layer, root barrier layer, drainage layer, and the soil layer.
Drought tolerant plants must be planted, the exact amount still has to be researched. Before the
green roof can go up we must check the requirements with the town and hire an engineer to look
at the current structure of the roof to see if more support is needed. The driveway is going to be
668 sq ft of permeable pavers. The pavers have to be laid on a properly constructed base so that
maximum surface runoff can be reduced. The amount of rain water that these pavers can retain
still has to be calculated. Two raingardens are going to be need in the back to capture the 2-inch
rain event of a 1072 sq. ft roof. The garden must be sized correctly so that must of the runoff can
be captured. The rain gardens are also going to be planted with varies native plants about 20 to
30 in each. Lastly, I want to replace the old wooden deck with a 280 sq. ft permeable stone patio.
This patio also has to have a proper base installed. All spaces will work together to reduce runoff
from entering the property and also prevent it from leaving. The estimated budget for this project
to be constructed is around $35.000.
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